The concept
• Consider point functions -P xy ; x{0,1} n , y{0,1} m
• Point function -P xy (x')=0 if x'x and P xy (x)=y.
• Our goal is additively share a secret point function using a succinct representation -The shares are F 0 and F 1 s.t P xy =F 0 F 1 .
Model
• More formally, a Distributed Point Function (DPF) is two PPT algorithms
• Such that -Correctness -P xy (x')=Eval(k 0 ,x')Eval(k 1 ,x') -Secrecy -k 0 (or separately k 1 ) can be simulated given only |x| and |y|. Using DPF for keywords • Key size is short -For security parameter k (e.g. length of AES key) it is ~8k·|x| log 3 +|y| bits.
• • PIR writing (storage) -similar to PIR results.
• Keyword search -first 2-server solution with 1-bit answers.
• Efficient worst-case to average-case 2-query reductions for PSPACE and EXPTIME complete languages.
Trivial Solution (2 |x| )
Improvement-Preliminaries
• Regard P x,y as two-dimensional.
• Instead of P x,y :{0,1} |x| {0,1} |y| think of P (i,j),y :{0,1} |x|/2 {0,1} |x|/2 {0,1} |y|
• Let G be a pseudo-random generator.
Preliminaries (cont.)
• What if Gen(x,y) produces 
